### Objectives

After reading the book, the reader will be able to discuss religion in a sociological context. Readers will learn about how society views religion.

### Materials

- The Unlikely Disciple by Kevin Roose

### Procedures

1. Read the entire book except for chapters: 3, 10, 12, 13, 16, 18.
2. Answer some discussion questions about the book.
3. The students can study a religion of their own choosing and write a two-page paper about that religion and how people of society view that religion.
4. The students can watch videos on viddler.com to find more information and should include information or quotes from at least one video in their paper.
5. The paper should be double-spaced and a 12pt. font.
Discussion Questions:

1. Is there anything deviant about the subculture of Liberty University?
2. Are there groups of people who are considered deviant within Liberty University?
3. Did Roose face any dilemmas as an ethnographic researcher? If so, what were they?
4. How did Roose solve the dilemmas he faced?
5. Did Roose learn anything about the students at Liberty University?
6. Does the residue from the fish emblem left on Roose’s car symbolize anything?